When the Australian expressionist painter Gil Jamieson died last year at 58, he
had completed a passionate journey away from and back to himself. The journey
finished where it had begun, in his home town of Monto.
He had originally left the small Central Queensland town for Melbourne in the late
fifties to begin a career which has yet to be fully appreciated .
Though he is represented in the Australian National Gallery, Canberra, the
National Gallery of Victoria, the Queensland Art Gallery and elsewhere, including
numerous publications, his distaste for the politics and limelight of the art scene
kept him on the publicity periphery over the past few decades.
Patronage and the admiration of fellow artists and critics was how Gil Jamieson
and his public tended to find each other. A self promoter he was not. The work
must speak for itself, he insisted. But because the work was always so powerful
and engaging, it somehow always found people to speak for it.
I have been lucky enough to have been one of those people over the past decade,
as a journalist and a friend. I met Gil in Monto in 1979 and soon developed a
friendship based on mutual artistic understanding ... and misunderstanding . He
thrived on a dialectic of challenge and response and though often aggressive as
an intellectual adversary, he always kept a keen sense of humour .
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I wrote and published verse and my new found friend soon began to refer to me as
'a poet with a liquidity problem'. The fact that writers tended not to make much
money out of journalism or creative work was not important, he insisted. Artistic
activity was what was important .. . not profits.
He stuck to his romantic ideas about art, creativity and truth of expression
throughout his career. As an individual he was a hybrid bushman-bohemian who
loved the excesses of Melbourne society life, briefly, but preferred the bush.
He always gravitated back to the home property overlooking his beloved Three
Moon Flat, a stretch of lowland, cut by a
creek, which spread out in front of his
home and studio.
In Monto, he was the town's living
national treasure over the past two
decades, though an enigmatic and
puzzling figure for many. He certainly
wasn't a man who could easily be
ignored and everybody knew who he
was, whether it be through artistic
appreciation or via a fight in a country
pub .
Such was his local fame that a letter
addressed to 'Cigar Smoking Artist,
Monto', easily found its way to Gil. But it
was the leaving of his home town that
helped him establish himself as an artist.
John and Sunday Reed were among his
first patrons and he made his debut in
Melbourne with a solo show at the
Museum of Modern Art in 1960 . He had
gone there to paint after first trying a
couple of other vocations and a brief
stint as a fledgling artist in Brisbane,
where he had his first exhibition in a
pub.
In Melbourne he soon found the
stimulation he needed and made friends
with the likes of Charles Blackman,
Clifton Pugh, John Perceval and Fred
Williams with whom he went on painting
excursions into the bush.
With Kim Bonython in Adelaide and
Rudi Komon in Sydney as other early
supporters, his career in the sixties
burgeoned, but the wilderness of the outback and the bush around Monto were
always more his home than the major cities and their art scenes.
In A Field of Short Poppies (Melissa McCord and Phillip Anastassiou, Doubleday,
1992), Jamieson recalled his early success and his need to reject it:

Above, Man and Turkey, 6' x 7'.
Opposite page, Jay Creek stands finished
in the desert.
Gil Jamieson on Three Moon Flat, Monto.

'In 1960, before I had the exhibition with John Reed, Rudi Komon turned up and
said, 'You are THE artist, I will support you .' And he immediately took the
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paintings that John Reed had done nothing about to his gallery in Sydney . He put
his hand in his pocket, gave me some money, and more or less took off . At the
same time Kim Bonython turned up on the scene . Kim was then just buying. He was
probably the first collector of my work ... At that time Eltham Films were making
some art films for the ABC. They made one of Arthur Boyd, one of Perceval's
Angels, one of Sid Nolan and one of me . All this came so quickly, and in the
1960s I walked away from it . I walked away because I didn't really want to
become involved. I always felt that I needed to swim around in the water a bit . I'm
still swimming, in a sense.'
That 'swimming' and the constant reappraisal of his roots in the bush kept his work vital.
John Reed saw this early in the piece and wrote enthusiastically about these
qualities in Jamieson and his work :
'Gil Jamieson is one of our finest modern landscape painters,' Reed said . 'But he is
a landscape painter with a difference which makes his work particularly important.
Gil is painting his own life and because this has involved participation in an
intense struggle for livelihood with the bush as an integral part of that struggle
rather than as something seen objectively, his paintings often achieve a wild and
sometimes tempestuous beauty which sweeps us along into a world of heightened
emotional experience.'
Manto

Town, oil on canvas, 135 x 180 ems, 1978.

As Reed obviously observed, objectivity was never the aim. Involvement with the
subject matter was all important to Jamieson who still dabbled in beef cattle
farming throughout his artistic career. Many of his best paintings feature cattle and
other beasts in their often unromantic and deadly relationships with man amidst the
drama and struggle of the outback.
Jamieson also chronicled the life and
people of country towns, Monto in
particular, from the unique position
of observer and participant, bringing
to the subject matter a keen poetic
sensitivity and a sympathy and
empathy which his bravado often
obscured.
His love of his environment was
passionate, wholehearted and
accepting. The natural environment
in particular was his spiritual
touchstone and muse.

Fire Fighters, oil on Masonite, 2' x 3'6", undated.
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In Each Man's Wilderness (Bianca
McCullough, Rigby, 1980),
Jamieson described that
environment : 'Seasons change.
Violently the sun heralds dry, white
days, and in the ranges the gums
shed blue to soft orange skin. The
bush changes from green to yellow
to grey; waters, once crystal clear,
become murky slime. Then fire is a
midnight sunset and after rain's
great roar there is a silver line on the
Three Moon Flat that spreads, in muddy turbulence, three kilometres wide. Green
jumps out of the hills, sap soars to flower! These are my landscapes.'

Hunter, 3' x 4'.

Running, 2'2" x 2'9"

Gulliver, S' x 7'.
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Expressionism suited such a passionate and lyrical soul. And as well as a love
affair with landscape, he developed a love affair with paint itself. His canvases are
often topographical excursions and his painting style often physically wild and
cavalier.
He was often, it must be admitted, given to grand or even grandiose physical and
artistic gestures. The greatest of these was perhaps the virtual painting marathon
which led to the completion of a 24 metres long painting, Jay Creek, in the early
seventies .
After the Melbourne beginning, Gil Jamieson spent much of his time travelling in
the outback. He painted the Simpson Desert, crossed the continent via the Canning
Stock Route, endured physical hardships and deprivation in some of the most
isolated places on the continent to capture the essence of the landscape .
Portrait of Phil Brown

In the desert near Alice Springs he had seen a panoramic landscape which he felt
could only be captured on a truly grand scale. With the help of a friend he built
huge frames in the desert scape, boiling by day and freezing by night. He
stretched his canvases onto them and painted the entire scene in three days,
'running up and down in sandshoes', as he once described it.
The leviathan painting made its debut at the Adelaide Festival in 1978. It was a
testament to his passion for the dry centre . In the eighties much of his attention was
diverted to Kakadu and the far north,
which he began visiting before the
tourist droves finally discovered it.
As usual, he approached his subject
matter with gusto and before long he
decided to paint the entire landscape
in the wet from the top of the Arnhem
Land escarpm~nt. Colin Jack Hinton
of the Darwin State Museum and Art
Gallery arranged for a helicopter to
drop Jamieson on top of the
escarpment for the project. The artist
travelled along the 500 kms
escarpment for a week painting the
panorama.
I spoke to him back in Monto after the
event .
'I was up there by myself all week,'
he proudly boasted before
confiding ... 'Oh, there was one visit .
They came out to see me in a
helicopter and brought some rum.'

Bucket Brigade, oil on Masonite, 4' x 5' 11 ", 1980.
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In his northern travels, Jamieson also
spent a lot of time with the Aboriginal
inhabitants. He always had a close
affinity with Aboriginal people and
shared with them a strong feeling of
kinship with the land. Around
Kakadu, Jamieson found a good mate in the late Aboriginal elder, Nipper
Gabreekie . At the time Jamieson explained: 'Nipper has lived in the Northern
Territory all his life. He's spiritually in tun'e with the majestic cliffs, the waterfalls,

wildlife and other natural wonders. He used
to take me to spots he thought would be
good to paint. When I finished a work,
sometimes he'd shout: 'You got him! You got
him!' That's when I'd know I had captured
the feeling of the country .'
Jamieson captured a lot of the landscape
outdoors using gouache, a medium he was
introduced to by Fred Williams in the sixties.
Jamieson' s Kakadu gouaches were
beautifully lyrical and in this style of work he
exhibited a gentler approach to his subject
matter. He described them as his 'sonnets'
and the hundreds he produced in the
seventies and eighties showed a stunning
virtuosity which complemented the larger
expressionistic oils.
In the eighties, Gil decided to move back to
Melbourne for a consolidated painting
session with his second wife Bev. His first
wife Maureen had died of leukemia and his ·
two children were both studying at
university. It was time for some distance to
focus on his subject matter in absentia.

The Raiders, oil on Masonite, 1960.

He had found yet another champion in William Mora, son of Georges and Mirka,
and Gil took a house in Williamstown, rented a disused bottle-shop as a studio
and began to paint a show which eventually opened at William Mora Galleries in
1988 entitled Passion of a Bushman. Arthur Boyd, Charles Blackman and others
were at the opening and lauded the show. It was Jamieson at his most powerful.
Moving back to Queensland afterwards and back to Monto,
Jamieson prepared one more show. It was a mixture of new works
and others stretching back to the early sixties for a show at Philip
Bacon Galleries in 1990.
The following year Gil became ill and fought a protracted battle
against cancer before finally succumbing. But as an artist who had
embraced life and its shadow, death, he was prepared for and
accepted it as part of the vital cycle of existence.
In his last few years, he had developed a new interest in people as
subject matter and cqmpleted some particularly moving portraits. These
were portraits full of love and understanding of people, warts and all.
He once told me that unqualified love was the key to his passionate
approach to his art. Not perfect love ... but love all the same.
'There's no real inspiration besides love,' he said. 'Even deep and
real feelings that disturb ... that's love . To feel anything, I believe it
has to come from love . There isn't any other inspiration. People talk
about it philosophically, spiritually, but I think it's equally physical.'
His commitment was truly wholehearted and though we still have
the work to speak for him, Gil Jamieson the man is greatly missed.

Phil Brown

Gil Jamieson in his studio at Monto.
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